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Abstract

The vertebrate respiratory system is challenging to study. The complex rela-

tionship between the lungs and adjacent tissues, the vast structural diversity of

the respiratory system both within individuals and between taxa, its mobility

(or immobility) and distensibility, and the difficulty of quantifying and visual-

izing functionally important internal negative spaces have all impeded descrip-

tive, functional, and comparative research. As a result, there is a relative

paucity of three-dimensional anatomical information on this organ system in

all vertebrate groups (including humans) relative to other regions of the body.

We present some of the challenges associated with evaluating and visualizing

the vertebrate respiratory system using computed and micro-computed tomog-

raphy and its subsequent digital segmentation. We discuss common mistakes

to avoid when imaging deceased and live specimens and various methods for

merging manual and threshold-based segmentation approaches to visualize

pulmonary tissues across a broad range of vertebrate taxa, with a particular

focus on sauropsids (reptiles and birds). We also address some of the recent

work in comparative evolutionary morphology and medicine that have used
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these techniques to visualize respiratory tissues. Finally, we provide a clinical

study on COVID-19 in humans in which we apply modeling methods to visual-

ize and quantify pulmonary infection in the lungs of human patients.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

There has been a revolution in comparative anatomy
through the three-dimensional (3D) visualization and anal-
ysis of tissues over the past 20 years as micro-computed
tomography (μCT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 3D
serial section, and computer segmentation have become
accessible to a wide variety of researchers. This has particu-
larly been true for work on the head, especially skulls, and
cardiovascular systems of vertebrates (Gignac & Kley, 2018;
Holliday et al., 2013; Holliday et al., 2022; Metscher, 2009a;
Witmer et al., 2008). Although it is relatively simple to visu-
alize hard tissues like bone, reconstructing soft tissues
(e.g., nerve, muscle) is difficult due to their low x-ray atten-
uation. Metscher (2009a, 2009b) developed a method for
increasing soft-tissue contrast in CT scans using a solution
of iodine (I2KI), which has since evolved into an inexpen-
sive technique termed diffusible iodine-based contrast-
enhanced CT (diceCT) (Gignac et al., 2016). As a result,
there has been a recent push to generate 3D soft-tissue
models of a variety of organisms ranging from inverte-
brates (e.g., Metscher, 2009a) to reptiles (e.g., George &
Holliday, 2013), birds (e.g., Tahara & Larsson, 2013), mam-
mals (e.g., Aslanidi et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2021; Hedrick
et al., 2018; Herdina et al., 2010), among others. Despite
the explosion in studies of both hard and soft tissues, the
creation of 3D models of pulmonary tissues has received
considerably less attention, particularly in nonhuman spe-
cies. Indeed, with the exception of domesticated mammals
commonly treated by the veterinary community or utilized
in medical research, for example, murine, ovine, porcine,
and primate models (Bauer et al., 2012; Carson et al., 2010;
Glenny et al., 2020; Tawhai et al., 2004) and select ceta-
ceans (Ivancic et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2011), very few
high fidelity 3D pulmonary models exist for nonhuman
vertebrates.

The dearth of high-resolution 3D comparative ana-
tomical data on vertebrate pulmonary systems is the
result of several factors. These include difficulties in visu-
alizing negative spaces (rather than hard or soft tissues
such as bone and muscle), the delicate nature of respira-
tory tissues, the speed at which lungs decay in postmor-
tem specimens, the need for lungs to be inflated and to
maintain inflation throughout imaging, and the vast

structural diversity of the vertebrate respiratory system
(Figure 1). Additionally, because the lung is a mobile dis-
tensible organ that moves during ventilation, scans only
represent one snapshot of its morphological conforma-
tion during the ventilatory cycle. As a result, the timing
of the scan during the ventilatory cycle can dramatically
impact the size and shape of some pulmonary tissues in
live scans, whether due to normal breathing or due to the
scan being taken during an apnea (breath hold). In
deceased subjects, relative inflation of the pulmonary tis-
sues can be controlled by the researcher, but this presents
its own set of challenges and considerations (see below).
Moreover, the relationship between the respiratory sys-
tem and adjacent organs, like the gastrointestinal system,
or between the lungs and the skeletal system, can also
have a dramatic impact on the morphology of the pulmo-
nary tissues, particularly in birds. All of these features
have made the respiratory system particularly challeng-
ing to study, image, and model in three dimensions.

In this review, we evaluate some of the known
challenges associated with visualizing the vertebrate
respiratory system in 3D using CT, μCT, and digital
segmentation, both in the context of evolutionary and
comparative biology as well as human and veterinary
medicine. We illustrate some of the proposed solutions
to demonstrate how threshold-based segmentation and
manual segmentation can be merged to visualize a pul-
monary infection, providing an intuitive method for
communicating the impact of disease to the public and
quantifying the infectious load in the lungs.

2 | THE IMPACT OF SPECIMEN
STATE AND PREPARATION

In live scans, normal ventilation during imaging can pre-
sent a major complication. Depending upon the taxon
imaged, whether or not they are anesthetized, which
anesthetic is used, body position during the scan, and the
health of the individual, the impact on the lungs will vary
(Garcia-Sanz et al., 2020; Asorey et al., 2020; Escobar
et al., 2016; Malka et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2021). As
the mammalian bronchoalveolar lung is tidally ventilated
and flexible (Meyer et al., 1981), the problem is more
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spatially diffuse than in the heterogeneously ventilated
lungs of diapsids, but in both cases, warping of pulmo-
nary tissue during ventilation results in the blurring of
tissue boundaries. In birds, the gas-exchanging portion
of the lung is immobilized and dorsally positioned within
the thoracic cage and ventilation occurs due to the
depression of the sternum (Powell, 2015). Due to this
more localized movement, normal ventilation during the
scan predominantly disrupts imaging of the cervical and
interclavicular air sacs. In both birds and reptiles, move-
ment of the cardiac tissues can impact pulmonary tissues
adjacent to the heart and great vessels. Cardiac move-
ment particularly impacts pulmonary imaging in the
region of the cardiac lobes in crocodilians, saccular
regions of the lung in squamates, and air sacs surround-
ing the heart in birds. Studies of live sedated birds have
demonstrated that body positioning can also impact
pulmonary imaging, such that birds scanned in dorsal
recumbency (i.e., the supine position) show diminished

lung and air sac volumes due to the impact of the viscera
on the caudal sacs (Malka et al., 2009; Nevitt et al., 2014).
Dorsal recumbency produces similar shape changes
in the lung of Alligator mississippiensis (Schachner
et al., 2021) and reduces lung volume in Trachemys
scripta scripta (Williams et al., 2021), but it is not known
whether body position impacts pulmonary imaging in
other non-archosaurian diapsids.

For comparative anatomy projects, specimens are
commonly collected via salvage (i.e., found naturally
deceased), and thus the time between death and preser-
vation or freezing is often unknown. Though this is not a
problem for evaluating skeletal morphology, pulmonary
tissues quickly degrade such that there is a small window
of time in which they are usable. For avian specimens in
particular, the thin air sacs degrade (Figure 2b) and the
bronchial tree and parenchyma fill with fluid (Figure 2b),
making respiratory data unusable in a specimen that
might still be acceptable for a musculoskeletal project

FIGURE 1 Cladogram for tetrapods with segmented models demonstrating the structural diversity of the respiratory system (modified

from Schachner et al., 2021). From left to right: African clawed frog (Xenopus sp.), a tamarin (Saguinus sp.), a green iguana (Iguana iguana),

a savannah monitor lizard (Varanus exanthematicus), a snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina), an American alligator (Alligator

mississippiensis), and a zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata).
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and seemingly fine when inspected after collection. To
our knowledge, there are no known studies documenting
the rate of decay for pulmonary tissues in different phylo-
genetic groups; however, research has shown substantial
changes occur in the pulmonary cell boundary after 8 h
at 25�C in murine models (Pattle et al., 1974), and in CT
scanned avian specimens, we have observed substantial
gross decay within a comparable timeframe. Another
important consideration is potential respiratory disease
or pathology. For human clinical scans, this information
will have been reported in the patient data. However,
with nonhuman vertebrate specimens, disease status is
not always reported. In a deceased specimen, lung decay
and pulmonary infection will look very similar in a scan.
Sauropsids are susceptible to respiratory disease ranging
from viruses to pulmonary tumors, particularly in captiv-
ity (Driggers, 2000; Gumpenberger, 2021; Hoon-Hanks

et al., 2020; Schumacher, 2003), and thus fluid in the
lungs may have resulted from disease and not be appar-
ent until after imaging.

For live scans, the imaging data capture the lung
somewhere within its inspiratory capacity (i.e., normal
tidal volume + inspiratory reserve volume). Ideally,
imaging takes place during an apnea, to minimize blur-
ring of tissue boundaries due to movement. Time related
changes in the appearance of pulmonary tissue secondary
to respiratory motion can be captured with four-
dimensional (4D) CT, which is essentially CT with the
added component of temporal data. 4D CT imaging
(in medicine) can be acquired prospectively or, retrospec-
tively, employing gated/breath hold as well as free
breathing techniques (Hugo & Rosu, 2012). With
deceased specimens, unless the aim is to evaluate the
structure of the lungs in a state of reduced inflation,

FIGURE 2 Axial sections of computed tomography (CT) images of birds demonstrating a range of possible pulmonary observations.

(a) A live sedated peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) scanned at 250 μm; (b) a deceased juvenile red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus) with

decaying pulmonary tissues, rotting cervical and interclavicular air sacs, and fluid in the parabronchi scanned at 82 μm; (c) a deceased

subadult red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) with extremely well preserved lungs and clear parabronchi scanned at 133 μm; (d) a deceased

juvenile ostrich (Struthio camelus; from Schachner et al., 2021) with lungs that have been diceCT stained and have fluid trapped in the

parabronchi scanned on a medical grade CT scanner at 600 μm. D, decay; H, heart; P, parabronchi; P(f), parabronchi with fluid; P(s),

parabronchi stained via diceCT. The lungs of the deceased birds have been inflated until a natural resistance was felt. Scale bar = 1 cm.
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intubation and inflation is required prior to scanning and
the lungs are inflated close to (or at) maximum inspira-
tory capacity (for some examples, see e.g., Lawson
et al., 2021; Schachner et al., 2013; Schachner et al., 2014;
Schachner et al., 2021). To achieve a tight seal, it is often
necessary to perform a tracheostomy bypassing the glot-
tis, particularly in small specimens like hummingbirds or
chameleons who have a complex hyoid apparatus.
Polyethylene tubing is inserted directly into the trachea
and sutured or glued in place, and a stopcock and an
appropriately sized syringe are attached to the tubing
(Figure 3). The animal is then manually inflated with the
syringe until the researcher feels gentle resistance
(or measures the appropriate pressures). The air tightness
of the seal can be tested by submerging the specimen in
water and checking for bubbles. Care must be taken not
to overinflate the specimen, as this risks abnormal disten-
sion or rupturing of the pulmonary tissues. In birds, rup-
tured respiratory tissues can be identified in the imaging
data by looking for large asymmetric expansions of the
pulmonary diverticula that extend beyond the normal
respiratory boundaries in between and around the mus-
cles and under the skin, coupled with torn or frayed
tissues.

Although diceCT is very effective for visualizing soft
tissues (e.g., brain, muscles), very little work has been
done to evaluate the impact of diceCT on pulmonary tis-
sues. However, it is noteworthy that most tissues stained
using diceCT methodology are fixed in phosphate-
buffered formalin solutions prior to staining (Gignac
et al., 2016), which increases tissue stiffness and reduces
the ability to inflate the lungs for scanning. Another com-
mon method for contrast staining embryonic and adult
tissues is 3–4% phosphotungstic acid (see, e.g., Molnar
et al., 2017); however, to our knowledge, this method has
not yet been used to visualize lungs in juvenile or adult
vertebrates.

3 | TYPES OF IMAGING DATA AND
IMAGING SOFTWARE

In the paleontological and morphological sciences, both
Tag Image File Format (TIFF) and Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) files are used for
quantitative and qualitative analyses. However, DICOM
files and other 3D data formats such as the Neuroimaging
Informatics Technology Initiative (NIfTI) file format have

FIGURE 3 Preparation of a

specimen for micro-computed

tomography (μCT) scanning.
(a) Intubation of a hatchling duck

with a small diameter polyethylene

tube directly into the trachea,

bypassing the glottis. (b) Intubation

of an adult hummingbird (Calypte

anna) into the trachea using a

catheter that has been attached to a

stopcock so that the lungs can be

inflated and sealed. (c) An iPhone

photo of the screen showing the

projection of the C. anna just prior

to scanning with the lungs inflated.

(d) Intubated and inflated hawk

that has been prepared for scanning

in a Nikon XT H 225ST. Images

were prepared in Adobe Photoshop

(Adobe Inc.).
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advantages over the two-dimensional (2D) TIFF image
format, the most distinct being that DICOM data
maintain connectivity with other software programs and
scanners if properly encoded (i.e., the metadata are
included). Although NIfTI was originally developed for
neuroimaging, it has found broader use for 3D medical
image research and, for example, multiple lung
segmentation CT datasets for COVID-19 patients (see,
e.g., https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Publ
ic/CT+Images+in+COVID-19) utilize the NIfTI format
for data sharing (Harmon et al., 2020; Kassin
et al., 2021). A disadvantage of 2D TIFF files compared
to DICOM and NIfTI formats is that TIFF files lack
embedded metadata about scan resolution (i.e., pixel
dimensions and slice thickness), which are required to
determine accurate voxel size for 3D applications.
Additionally, many segmentation programs lack fea-
tures that permit TIFF imports (e.g., OsiriX MD; Rosset
et al., 2004; https://www.osirix-viewer.com). In contrast,
other platforms, like Dragonfly (Object Research Sys-
tems Inc., Montréal, Canada; https://www.theobjects.
com/dragonfly/index.html), permit the user to import
either DICOM or image stacks. Users may find them-
selves limited by their preferred operating system;
many platforms are available only for certain systems

(e.g., OsiriX MD and Horos only run on Mac, whereas
Dragonfly runs on Windows and Linux), although some,
like 3D slicer (https://www.slicer.org/; Fedorov
et al., 2012), are available on all three major operating
systems. For a comparison between the most commonly
used software programs for segmentation and volume
rendering of pulmonary tissues, see Table 1.

Scan resolution and slice thickness together inform
the voxel width, length, and height of a given image
stack, and so directly impact the level of possible detail
that can be analyzed and visualized in 3D. Typically,
scan resolution and slice thickness values match in MR
and CT image stacks, generating cubic (i.e., isometric)
voxels, but may be different in certain types of nonuni-
form image stacks (e.g., histological slides or merged
data from multiple scans of the same specimen). Medical
grade scanners are usually capable of a minimum of
0.5–0.7 mm slice thickness, although radiologist inter-
pretation in human patients is often performed with a
reconstructed slice thickness of 1–2 mm to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio of the region of interest under review
(Bhalla et al., 2019). However, due to fewer constraints
related to radiation dose, some specialty in vivo live ani-
mal μCT scanners will export DICOMs that have a slice
thickness from approximately 250 μm to just a few μm.

TABLE 1 Commonly used software programs for segmenting and visualizing pulmonary data.

Software Publisher Cost estimate
Open source
(Y/N) Operating system Notes

Avizo/Amira Thermo Fisher
Scientific

>$7k/license with annual
maintenance fee

No Windows, Linux

VGSTUDIO Volume
Graphics
(Hexagon)

>$13k/license with annual
maintenance fee

No Windows VGSTUDIO MAX also
accommodates Linux
and Mac users

Dragonfly Object Research
Systems

Free for noncommercial users No Windows, Linux DICOM or image stack
editor; useful for
volume rendering

Mimics Materialize >$10k/license with annual
maintenance fee

No Windows FDA approved module

ITK-SNAP GNU General
Public License

Free Yes Windows, Linux,
Mac OS

3D Slicer The Slicer
Community

Free Yes Windows, Mac OS,
Linux

Not approved for
clinical use

OsiriX Pixmeo From $69.99/mo. Yes Mac OS DICOM editor; useful
for volume rendering

Horos Horos Project Free Yes Mac OS DICOM editor;
primarily useful for
volume rendering
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4 | TYPES OF VISUALIZATION
AND SEGMENTATION, AND
ASSOCIATED CHALLENGES

In addition to scan quality/resolution and software func-
tionality, the choice of 3D visualization is made based on
what aspect of the image stack needs to be visualized for
a particular application (Figure 4) (for a recent review,
see Xu et al., 2021). A variety of algorithms work relatively
efficiently to represent pixel intensity values directly from
the 2D stack as a 3D volume. Algorithms that render all
intensity values, in most medical imaging, will generate
visualizations of both soft and hard tissues (Drebin
et al., 1988) that, consequently, will partially obscure one
another. Volume rendering preserves volumetric intensity
data that are obscured, and in many applications, can be
revealed by interactively “slicing” the 3D visualization.
Volume rendering requires little time investment to imple-
ment, and has been used to effectively visualize the lungs
of numerous taxa (e.g., frogs, iguanas, snakes, tortoises,
rabbits), and the thoracoabdominal viscera of humans and
other vertebrates, including Egyptian mummies (Cieri
et al., 2014; Farmer, 2017, 2021; Hawass & Saleem, 2016)
exposing a realistic rendering of the internal structure of
the lungs, including in specimens that were contrast
injected prior to scanning (Figure 5h,i). 3D maximum
intensity projections (MIPs) can isolate tissue types by
visualizing internal structures comprised only of voxels
with the greatest intensities (e.g., bone or metal in CT).
The quality of these visualizations is dependent on the

contrast between the desired object and other regions of
the image stack data (Wallis & Miller, 1991). For example,
similarly intense pixel values for other structures in the
scan (e.g., the scanning bed, medical equipment) may
obscure metal or bone. Tissues with lower intensities
(e.g., air-filled lungs) or poor tissue contrast (e.g., blood
and fat in CT) can be visualized with other algorithms,
although they more often are restricted in their use to 2D
diagnostic evaluations (Booz et al., 2021) or other special-
ized medical applications (Vergalasova & Cai, 2020).

Segmentation and surface modeling is often imple-
mented at the cost of efficiency and time investment
when there is insufficient resolution and/or intensity
contrast to isolate, visualize, and illustrate relationships
between specific pulmonary tissues or air spaces using
volume rendering alone. Image segmentation makes par-
titions of regions of an image stack for selected 3D visual-
ization (Figure 6), the partitions being chosen based on
the desired visualization (e.g., air space, soft tissue struc-
ture, or organ surface). Critically, the partitioning need
not depend on the intensity values from the image stack
and can incorporate user-driven awareness of anatomy
into the visualization. As 3D partition shape is not neces-
sarily dependent on intensity values from the image
stack, surfaces are often generated to visualize segmented
image data. Rather than representing intensity values, 3D
partitions are represented as 3D isosurfaces that are then
simplified into polygonal mesh surface models, usually
comprising minute triangular facets. Importantly, the
process of generating polygonal meshes simplifies the

FIGURE 4 Simplified flowchart

demonstrating various suggested paths

for rendering 3D models from

pulmonary imaging data. Note that

these are not all of the possible paths,

for example, muscles can and often are

segmented manually (user-driven

segmentation). 3D, three-dimensional;

MIP, maximum intensity projection.
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partition data as a surface model and discards the volu-
metric data on which it is based. In contrast to volume
rendering, the often time-intensive work of segmenting
and subsequent surface model generation provides iso-
lated and unambiguous surface illustrations of the data
that are ideal for evaluating their overall shape. Analo-
gous to dissection, segmentation reveals relationships in
data selectively by pairing the knowledge and expertise of
the investigator(s) with applications that work to keep
the illustrations grounded in and continuously informed

by image data. Reflective of this, many of the following
techniques described for segmentation rely on judicious
application of software tools that correspond to the image
data parameters used in algorithmically driven direct vol-
ume rendering.

Segmentation software programs include a broad
range of tools for automated or semiautomated identifica-
tion of structures, and these have been described else-
where in great detail (Starmans et al., 2020; Zanaty &
Ghoniemy, 2016). Thresholding is the most typically

FIGURE 5 Volume rendered models of the respiratory system of three different live amniotes. (a–c) Dorsal view of an adult live sedated

Cuvier's dwarf caiman (Paleosuchus palpebrosus) scanned at 1.25 mm, with the scutes and vertebrae sliced off so that the vasculature can be

seen in coronal view in (b) and (c), with the same coronal view demonstrated as a single computed tomography (CT) slice in (d). Dorsal (e,

f), and lateral views (g–i) of a redhead duck (Aythya americana) with a window cut into the left side of the thorax with the scissor tool in

Osirix MD in (f–i) to demonstrate the cardiopulmonary system, rendered at two different levels. (j) A parasagittal CT slice demonstrating the

same view as (g) as a single CT slice. The duck was sedated and imaged for clinical purposes unrelated to this study. Left lateral view of a

domestic cat (Felis catus) thoracic skeleton (k), and thorax with a parasagittal window cut to visualize the cardiopulmonary system (l, m),

and a similarly aligned CT slice (n). The cat was sedated and imaged for clinical purposes unrelated to this study. H, heart; Lu, lung.
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applied modality for standard segmentation algorithms,
in which minimum/maximum threshold pixel intensities
are selectively visualized (e.g., as in MIPs). Combined
with region-growing/seeding algorithms, pixels can be

selected iteratively for a specific range of intensities only
if they are neighbors of previously selected pixels. While
these methods can permit isolated segmentation of, for
example, a specific bone, they are limited by imaging

FIGURE 6 Segmented surface models of the skeleton and respiratory systems of a hatchling Cuvier's dwarf caiman (Paleosuchus

palpebrosus) modified from Schachner et al. (2022) (a–c) and an adult zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) (d–f) in left craniolateral views

demonstrating the relationship between the models and the DICOM image stack.

SCHACHNER ET AL. 9



artifacts and resolution. Voxel size, for example, may fail
to represent the radiodense boundaries of articulating
bones and their more radiolucent synovial joints, result-
ing in the spread of a region-growing algorithm to whole
sections of the adjacent skeleton. To overcome these and
other challenges, a variety of more complex algorithms
have been employed to more effectively isolate specific
tissues (e.g., edge detection, histogram analysis, deep
learning applications). These collected algorithms can be
applied alone (“automated”) or with limited human
intervention (“semiautomated”), but still depend to some
degree on tissue contrasts and, in the case of deep
learning-based applications, pre-segmented image sam-
ples for model training (Hesamian et al., 2019).

In the absence of injected contrasting agents, natural
tissue contrasts in the mammalian lung include radiolu-
cent air, radiopaque hyaline cartilage, and the nearly
homogenous radiodensities of all the remaining paren-
chyma. Bronchi are arranged like a tree and ramify into
terminal, air-filled sacs. Consequently, the boundaries of
the entire lung are a homogenous mixture of soft tissue
and air that can be easily isolated from the surrounding
soft tissues that lack air (e.g., pleura, ribs, and intercostal

musculature). Internally, visualization of the bronchial
and bronchiolar conduits is limited by the resolution of
the dataset and its ability to resolve parenchymal
septations. Additionally, the lack of contrast between
the parenchyma and any fluids present in the lung
(e.g., edema, surfactant) limit accurate rendering of the
distal aspects of bronchial tree (Figure 2b,d). For exam-
ple, surface tensions that are sufficient to maintain fluid
films in the bronchi and bronchiolar pathways can parti-
tion these air conduits into discontinuous regions of
radiolucent voxels and may therefore prevent a region-
growing algorithm from spreading to distal portions of
the air pathways.

The unique arrangement of the avian lung poses
even greater challenges for 3D visualization. Unlike the
mammalian lung, the large secondary bronchi form a
substantial aspect of the superficial surface of the lung in
many taxa. Instead of a ramifying tree, the conduits of
the avian lung are arranged more like the parallel circuits
of a blood-capillary network (Maina, 2017; Maina &
Woodward, 2009; Woodward & Maina, 2005, 2008;
Woodward et al., 2021). The primary and secondary
airways are interconnected by the parabronchi, which

FIGURE 7 Surface model of the thorax and respiratory system of an African gray parrot (Psittacus erithacus) segmented from micro-

computed tomography (μCT) data, modified from Lawson et al. (2021). Entire lower respiratory system of P. erithacus (artificially inflated

postmortem) in left lateral view with (a) and without (b) the thoracic skeleton present, and the gas-exchanging lung surface made

semitranslucent in (b) showing a solid model of the large secondary air-conducting tubes, that is, the bronchial tree. A segmented model of

the left gas-exchanging lung of a separate specimen of P. erithacus generated from a high-resolution μCT scan (41.08 μm) in dorsal (c) and

left lateral (d) views demonstrating the complete bronchial tree, including the parabronchial network. Ab, abdominal air sac; C, cervical air

sac; Ca, caudal thoracic air sac; Cr, cranial thoracic air sac; D, dorsobronchus; I, interclavicular air sac; Lu, gas-exchanging lung surface; Tr,

trachea; V, ventrobronchus.
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deliver gas to the respiratory parenchyma (made up of a
network of air capillaries) (Figure 7c,d). The luminal sur-
faces of the paleopulmonic parabronchi give rise to atria
and infundibula that ultimately give way to the minute air
capillaries and their associated blood-capillary network
(Maina, 2017). The air sacs originate from sites termed
ostia, where the primary bronchus (for the abdominal
sacs), secondary bronchi, and parabronchi terminate and
occupy spaces in the coelomic cavity. Further, these air
sacs invade adjacent bone, occupying the typically
marrow-filled regions with air-filled, epithelium-lined, and
pneumatic diverticula.

5 | SUGGESTED APPROACH FOR
SEGMENTATION OF THE AVIAN
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

In general, advanced segmentation techniques of the
avian respiratory system are preceded by a “bulk segmen-
tation” that involves simple region-growing threshold
ranges applied to the entire air sac and lung system in
the original scan plane. While the scan plane usually
approximates axial sections, positioning of the specimen
on the gantry often generates more oblique original sec-
tions. Region growing is typically performed slice by slice,
rather than for the entire image stack, to prevent inclu-
sion of the environmental air and the connected upper
respiratory system. The presence of bone and metal in
many of the scans also introduces beam hardening and
beam attenuation artifacts. Consequently, region-growing
algorithms occasionally include unwanted soft tissue and
adjacent air (e.g., from the external environment or
trapped in the gastrointestinal tract). These unwanted
inclusions could be omitted by slightly adjusting thresh-
old ranges or, alternatively, could be manually delabeled.
Once the air sacs and gas-exchanging lung are grossly
thresholded with a single label, they can be separated
into individual air sacs and lung by manually identifying
and re-labeling the thin tissue boundaries between sacs.
Further advanced techniques can then be employed to
segment the air sacs, gas-exchanging lung, and pneuma-
tizing components of the lower respiratory system.

Several of the air sacs often have intertwined and
ambiguous boundaries that must be meticulously refined
through manual segmentation. To ensure accuracy, these
ambiguous tissue boundaries are iteratively reassessed in
other orthogonal planes (approximating sagittal and hori-
zontal/coronal cross sections) and relabeled accordingly.
In some scans, precise boundaries between air sacs are
complex enough that they cannot be separated and
are left as a single model (e.g., the interclavicular air sac
and bilateral cervical air sacs of the African gray parrot

(Psittacus erithacus; Figure 7b)). In birds, segmentation of
the gas-exchanging lung involves a variety of advanced
techniques that depend on the quality of the scan and the
desired level of detail. Once the cranial, ventral, and cau-
dal lung boundaries with the air sacs are defined, soft tis-
sues of the parenchymal lung that were not included in
the original thresholding are manually segmented and
incorporated into a “lung surface” model. Unlike the air
sac boundaries, which represent the air-filled “negative
space” of the air sacs, the lung surface model represents a
heterogeneous collection of air-filled spaces and paren-
chyma that comprise the gas-exchanging lung, including
bronchi, parabronchi, and the sites where these conduits
communicate with the air sacs, as well as pulmonary
vasculature. Internally, the heterogeneous mixture of air-
filled conduits (bronchi, parabronchi) and their associated
parenchyma are often too complex and variable across
scans for semiautomated segmentation from CT (however,
the gas-exchanging tissues can be reconstructed in high-
resolution via serial section; see, e.g., Woodward &
Maina, 2005, 2008; Maina & Woodward, 2009; Woodward
et al., 2021). Primary and secondary bronchi of select scans
are almost entirely segmented by hand in the original scan
plane and revised on orthogonal planes to ensure accu-
racy. In contrast, segmentation of mammalian lungs is
made easier by their comparatively simple anatomy, and
usually just requires a more general thresholding to label
all of the gas-exchanging tissues.

In higher-resolution scans (<100 μm) of avian lungs,
manual segmentation can become an immensely time-
consuming process (sometimes >100 h) due to image size,
detail, and the number of slices, encumbering both the
speed of the “segmentor” and the software algorithms
(e.g., region-growing) that are selectively employed with
these image stacks. While segmentation of the larger bron-
chi can be somewhat expedited by selective use of inter-
polation, these mostly manual or user-driven approaches
are prohibitively time-consuming for the many tortuous
and interconnected parabronchi of most avian taxa
(Figure 7c,d). Instead, the entire parabronchial network—
both its air-filled conduits and associated soft tissues—are
manually segmented and consolidated into a single label.
Soft tissues can then be extracted from this “parabronchial
chunk” label by thresholding the more radiodense soft tis-
sues and deleting them from the label (termed here as
“chunk segmentation”; Figure 4). Each bronchus is then
manually segmented to join with the previously segmented
bronchi. In many birds, the parabronchi are too small to
segment, similar to the alveoli of a mammalian lung.

While a combination of semiautomated segmentation
and time-consuming manual refinement remains the
standard approach to 3D visualization of nonhuman ver-
tebrate pulmonary anatomy, recent developments in
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machine learning-based segmentation have the poten-
tial to substantially improve and expedite workflows. In
particular, deep learning—a form of machine learning
that uses layered artificial neural networks (Janiesch
et al., 2021)—has been increasingly applied to biological
and biomedical imaging data (e.g., Lee et al., 2017; Liu,
Song, et al., 2021; Scadeng et al., 2020; Urakubo
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018). In versions of deep
learning-based segmentation, the user manually seg-
ments a representative subset of the total scan data,
which serves as input to train a neural network model
that, in turn, segments the remainder of the image
stack. Their capacity for pattern recognition allows
trained neural networks to accurately distinguish struc-
tures that have varying grayscale intensity values.
Trained models can be applied to subsequent datasets
and can be optimized with additional training data to
maintain accuracy across datasets. Such approaches are
now embedded in some imaging software. For example,
a variety of customizable neural network-based segmen-
tation tools are available in Dragonfly based on models
developed with TensorFlow and Keras (Makovetsky
et al., 2018). To our knowledge, these approaches
have not yet been applied to segmentation of nonhuman
vertebrate lungs, particularly those of nonmammalian
species, and represent a promising avenue of methodo-
logical development.

6 | LUNG SEGMENTATION IN
FUNCTIONAL, COMPARATIVE,
AND EVOLUTIONARY
MORPHOLOGY

Lung modeling and segmentation holds substantial
promise as a method for addressing anatomical, func-
tional, and experimental questions in evolutionary biol-
ogy. Thresholded models of human lungs have been used
to evaluate sexual dimorphism, ventilation kinematics,
and overall shape variation (Torres-Tamayo et al., 2018;
Werner et al., 2009), and manual segmentation has been
used to visualize the parenchymal and air space volumes
of the respiratory gas bladder in Arapaima, an air-
breathing osteoglossomorph fish (Scadeng et al., 2020).
Ponganis et al. (2015) used 3D models of the respiratory
system in three species of live penguins to quantify how
lung volume relates to dive capabilities and the mecha-
nisms associated with avoidance of barotrauma. York
et al. (2018) used similar methods to visualize the lower
respiratory system of three species of geese and evaluate
the relationship between lung morphology and respira-
tion in species adapted to flying at high altitudes
(i.e., conditions of natural hypoxia). In both of the avian

studies, the authors thresholded the respiratory systems
of the birds, and manually separated the gas-exchanging
lungs from the cranially and caudally positioned sacs for
analysis (York et al., 2018).

More detailed model creation requires more intensive
manual segmentation and interpolation, usually of the
negative spaces within the lung such as the bronchial
tree. Examples of this include segmentation of the croco-
dilian bronchial tree (Farmer & Sanders, 2010; Sanders &
Farmer, 2012; Schachner et al., 2013; Schachner
et al., 2021; Schachner et al., 2022), the savannah monitor
lizard (Varanus exanthematicus) (Schachner et al., 2014),
and the common snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina)
(Schachner et al., 2017), all of which required a combina-
tion of manual and automatic segmentation methods.
These types of models facilitate evaluation of airflow pat-
terns when combined with experimental analyses and can
provide a high-fidelity comparative framework for generat-
ing hypotheses of homology between related taxa (Cieri
et al., 2014; Schachner et al., 2014; Schachner et al., 2021).
Complex avian lung models have been generated for the
African gray parrot (P. erithacus) (Lawson et al., 2021)
(Figure 7) and the ostrich (Struthio camelus) (Schachner
et al., 2021), both of which required a hybridization
of the methods described in the previous section. The
P. erithacus model resulted in the first complete high-
resolution 3D digital model of an avian gas-exchanging
lung with the parabronchial network intact. While these
methods are time consuming (often taking 100+ hours or
more per specimen), they allow for the analysis of
the respiratory system in situ. This is critical, particularly
in birds where the pulmonary tissues variably invade
a substantial portion of the postcranial skeleton
(O'Connor, 2004). Dissection of pulmonary tissues necessi-
tates removal and destruction of the lungs, whereas latex
casting (e.g., Duncker, 1971) prevents observations of
many of the internal relationships between the bronchial
tree and other pulmonary and visceral organs.

In situ imaging and segmentation of inflated lungs is
generally considered the standard for pulmonary model-
ing in sauropsids; however, scanning casts of bronchial
trees is a common method for evaluating bronchial tree
morphology in nonhuman mammals such as rats and
monkeys (Carson et al., 2010; Corley et al., 2012). Due to
the relatively inflexible anatomy of the mammalian
bronchoalveolar tree, and the restriction of the lungs to
the thoracic cavity by the muscular diaphragm, this
method can be a reasonable choice if the specimen is
deceased at the time of data collection. A substantial
downside to consider when imaging casts is that none of
the other pulmonary tissues can be included in the
model: the lung surfaces, pulmonary vasculature, and
the bronchial trees cannot be modeled in association with
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any adjacent organs or skeletal tissues. Mammalian
lungs can also be excised, and then scanned in high res-
olution and segmented in regions using a combination
of manual and automated reconstructions, as has been
done for a piglet (Bauer et al., 2012) and for numerous
murine bronchial trees rendered in isolation as surface
models to evaluate intraspecific variation (Glenny
et al., 2020). The substantial variation observed within
the different strains of laboratory mice by Glenny et al.
(2020) is notable and suggests that the bronchoalveolar
lung of mammals is much more structurally variable
than is generally accepted and should be a focus of
study for anatomists.

Segmented surface models can be turned into polygon
meshes, facilitating computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
modeling of pressures and airflow through the bronchial
tree. This method is much more established for mode-
ling airflow through the upper respiratory system of
extinct and extant nonhuman vertebrates like dinosaurs,
dogs, and primates (e.g., Bourke et al., 2014; Bourke
et al., 2022; Craven et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2019), but
has not been used as often to address questions of airflow
patterns in the lower respiratory system of nonhuman
vertebrates, particularly sauropsids. CFD has been used
to model the inspiratory valve of ostriches in streamlined
“muffler” style truncated models of the proximal regions
of the bronchial tree (Maina et al., 2009). Approaches like
these reduce the extreme complexity of the avian lung
and facilitate focused evaluation of the mechanics of air-
flow associated with individual bronchi. Others have
modeled the jetting style of unidirectional airflow pat-
terns in iguanas (Cieri et al., 2014), and the more com-
plex unidirectional airflow patterns in varanids (Cieri &
Farmer, 2020). The latter represents the most complex
CFD model of airflow to date in a nonmammalian lung,
and has been validated by experimental measurements of
flow in both living and deceased specimens (Schachner
et al., 2014). High-resolution meshes have been generated
from scans of casts from a Sprague Dawley rat and a Rhe-
sus monkey and used for CFD analysis of airflow in the
lower respiratory system (Corley et al., 2012). Sverdlova
et al. (2013) used a 3D CFD model of the trachea of
domestic fowl to evaluate flow velocity and heat transfer.
The use of CFD to model airflow patterns in sauropsid
lungs is an extremely promising avenue for future
research, as very little is known about patterns of flow in
the lungs of most of the major clades within Sauropsida
(Cieri & Farmer, 2016). More recently, some of these
pulmonary 3D models have been incorporated into
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality space by bio-
logists for both studying vertebrate morphology as well as
communicating these data as an immersive experience to
students and the public (Cieri et al., 2021).

Digitization is an ongoing initiative to convert speci-
men data into a digitally accessible format, helping to
democratize and expand specimen research for evolution-
ary and global change studies (Hedrick et al., 2020). The
Open exploration of Vertebrate Diversity (oVert) initiative
is an NSF ADBC-TCN that has aimed to generate CT scan
data for 80% of vertebrate genera (Watkins-Colwell
et al., 2018). This incredibly important initiative has pro-
pelled comparative morphological research forward. How-
ever, the vast majority of these scans are for bone and the
next steps in specimen digitization using CT will be to
examine soft tissues as well as negative spaces (such as
lungs). Making lung models available via online reposito-
ries such as MorphoSource (www.morphosource.org) will
be part of the next stage of specimen digitization and
enable “extended specimen” research on bird lungs
(e.g., Hardisty et al., 2022; Webster, 2017).

7 | SEGMENTATION OF LUNGS
FOR CLINICAL PURPOSES

Lung segmentation and 3D printing have been particu-
larly useful for surgical planning. Yoon et al. (2019) seg-
mented the lungs of patients with primary lung
adenocarcinoma, 3D printed the models, and evaluated
the usefulness of these models for improving patient
understanding during the informed consent process
related to their impending surgery (tumor resection).
Their data demonstrated that the models improved com-
prehension of both consent and the procedure (Yoon
et al., 2019). In other case studies, difficult or rare pulmo-
nary ailments have been addressed using segmentation
and 3D printing (or just segmentation alone); these
include relapsing polychondritis (Tam et al., 2013), tra-
cheobronchomalacia (Morrison et al., 2015), tracheal
repair after resection (Cheng et al., 2017), airway stenosis
due to inoperable malignancy and a multitude of other
reasons (Guibert et al., 2020; Shan et al., 2021); for a
review see (Cheng et al., 2017). Another area where seg-
mentation and 3D printing are becoming more important
is in preoperative planning for the 20–30% of patients
with anomalies in their tracheobronchial tree and pulmo-
nary vasculature (Cory & Valentine, 1959; Fourdrain
et al., 2017; Smelt et al., 2019). While segmentation is
growing as an active area of use in medicine and clinical
research, it has not been as commonly employed in a
clinical setting for respiratory diseases due to physicians
lacking the technical skillset required to build complex
3D models (Cheng et al., 2016).

Video-assisted thoracic surgery is a standard and
well-established surgical technique for lobectomies and
segmentectomies, particularly for various types of tumors
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(Hagiwara et al., 2014). Numerous studies have shown
that intraoperative use of 3D volume renderings generated
from CT scans of the patient (usually with proprietary soft-
ware) assist surgeons in performing safe resections of the
lung, and aid in determining the surgical margins for seg-
mentectomies (Hagiwara et al., 2014; Oizumi et al., 2011;
Saji et al., 2013). Additionally, during the planning stages
of tumor resection surgery, segmentation can be used to
visualize the pulmonary vasculature, bronchial tree, and
associated tumors. These customized segmented patient-
specific models can then be manipulated and studied in
VR space by surgeons, thus helping to safeguard critical
vasculature (Ujiie et al., 2021). Preoperative and even
intraoperative segmentation has been used to generate
models of the heart and vasculature to safely plan and exe-
cute surgical intervention for rare congenital heart malfor-
mations (e.g., pulmonary artery atresia with ventricular
septal defect and major aortopulmonary collateral arteries)
(Cen et al., 2021). Preoperative and intraoperative segmen-
tation has also been used to render models of the cardio-
pulmonary system of conjoined twins during surgical
separation (Juhnke et al., 2019). More recently, segmented
models of the lungs of smokers were used to teach chil-
dren about the dangers of smoking via augmented reality
(Borovanska et al., 2020).

Segmentation of the lower respiratory system is less
often used for veterinary clinical research and medicine;
however, there has been some ground-breaking work
using these methods on animals. Li et al. (2014) gener-
ated 3D segmented models of canine lungs as a biomi-
metic prosthesis to reduce life-threatening complications
from postoperative transplantation after a pneumonec-
tomy. The 3D printed lung models were surgically
implanted into the empty half of the thoracic cavity with
the aim of reducing postoperative movement of the medi-
astinum and surgical complications after the removal of a
lung, a highly risky procedure that is often necessary
with lung cancer, thoracic trauma, bronchiectasis, and
other severe ailments (Li et al., 2014; Riquet et al., 2013).
Segmented models of the feline respiratory system were
used by Dillon et al. (2014) to visually demonstrate the
impact of heartworms (Dirofilaria immitis) on cardiopul-
monary tissues relative to those of healthy cats in tandem
with histopathology, radiographs, and numerous other
methods.

Automated pulmonary segmentation of CT data with
deep learning has led to numerous additional clinical
applications such as general lung lobe segmentation (Park
et al., 2020) and segmentation for radiotherapy treatment
planning (Liu, Li, et al., 2021). Deep learning-based seg-
mentation has also been applied to a variety of complex
lung pathology such as cases of cryptogenic organizing
pneumonia, usual interstitial pneumonia, and nonspecific

interstitial pneumonia (Park et al., 2019). Additionally,
multiple AI-driven segmentation approaches have been
utilized in the setting of the COVID-19 pandemic (Aiello
et al., 2022; Gholamiankhah et al., 2022). For a review of
automated lung segmentation, see Carmo et al. (2022).

8 | THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM:
VISUALIZING DISEASE

Recent radiologic literature has given considerable atten-
tion to the atypical pneumonia associated with coronavi-
rus disease 2019 (COVID-19), a complication resulting
from infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2). While the routine use of CT
in the diagnosis of COVID-19 has been discouraged by
leaders in the field of radiology (Rubin et al., 2020;
Simpson et al., 2020), CT has persisted as a focal point of
discussion around its use as a supplemental tool for the
diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia (Waller et al., 2020).
Distinctive CT patterns have been described in affected
patients with the prevailing theme being that of bilateral
“patchy” or “confluent, band-like” ground glass opacity or
consolidation in a peripheral and mid-to-lower lung zone
distribution (Bai et al., 2020; Bernheim et al., 2020; Cheng
et al., 2020; Chung et al., 2020; Guan et al., 2020; Han
et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Rubin et al., 2020; Simpson
et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2020; Zhao
et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). The presence of these typi-
cal CT findings common for COVID-19 in conjunction
with the appropriate clinical suspicion for COVID-19 can
have an impact on patient care, for example, when
reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
tests are negative for SARS-CoV2. Segmentation of
models facilitates communication with patients (Yoon
et al., 2019), and may aid in the diagnosis of complex
respiratory infections, particularly if these diseases occupy
the pleural spaces and parenchyma in a specific, diagnos-
tic manner not easily identified via radiograph or CT.

To demonstrate the utility of lung segmentation on
COVID-19, we conducted a condensed clinical study
on seven individuals who were admitted to University
Medical Center (UMC) in New Orleans presenting with
symptoms of COVID-19 during the first year of the pan-
demic. Two of the individuals tested negative but were
identified by their attending physicians as false negatives
due to the presentation of concerning symptoms includ-
ing shortness of breath and fever. To provide a control
group, scans were obtained from five individuals who
were scanned for reasons unrelated to COVID-19 and
who did not have COVID-19. The LSUHSC institutional
review board approved this retrospective study with
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waiver of Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil-
ity Act authorization in accordance with federal regula-
tions at 45 CFR 164.512 (i) (2) (ii). We performed a
database query within the electronic medical record sys-
tem at LSUHSC for all patients who had undergone
COVID-19 RT-PCR assay in association with the Louisi-
ana Office of Public Health. The thoracic CTs were per-
formed either for worsening respiratory symptoms or
suspicion for pulmonary embolus (PE). All CT examina-
tions were obtained using a Philips iCT 256 CT system
(Koninklijke Philips N.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands).
Data were acquired using a 128 � 0.625 mm detector
configuration with dual sampling or 64 � 0.625 mm
detector configuration with dual sampling, rotation
time of 0.33 s, tube voltage of 120 kVp, and reference
tube current of 72 mAs with dose modulation. All
CTs at LSUHSC were performed after 1.5 ml/kg of non-
ionic intravenous contrast material (iohexol, Omnipa-
que 350 mg/100 ml, GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL) was
injected via an 18–20-gauge (G) catheter (18 G for PE
studies and 20 G for routine) inserted in an antecubital
vein at a rate of 2–3 ml/s using a power injector
(MEDRAD Stellant FLEX, Whippany, NJ). Images were
reformatted as 2.5 mm thick sections (with 0.9 mm thin
sections on PE protocols) with no overlap and sent to a
PACS workstation.

We merged threshold-based segmentation with man-
ual (user-driven) segmentation to produce six 3D, multi-
layered surface models of the respiratory system. These
individuals range from a diagnosis of normal to severe
COVID-19 disease (Tables 2 and 3). The models were
segmented in Avizo 7.1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a
Wacom Intuos Pro pen tablet. These multilayered models
facilitate the visualization of disease throughout the lungs
in relation to the thorax (Figure 8a,e), as a transparent
material in relation to the bronchial tree (Figure 8b–d),
and as a solid in relation to the unaffected parenchyma
(Figure 8f). The models also facilitate demonstration of
visual differentiation between normal, mild, moderate,
and severe disease, a false negative, and severe case with
acute respiratory distress syndrome in relation to the CT
cross sections (Figures 9 and 10). Translation of the 2D
axial and coronal cross-sections to the 3D surface models
can be extremely effective for communication of pulmo-
nary data to students, educators, clinicians, and, impor-
tantly, the general public (Ho et al., 2019). This can be
critical during a public health crisis like the COVID-19
pandemic (Kabir et al., 2021; Schachner & Spieler, 2020).
This can be used to quantify lung volumes, including
asymmetry (Table 3), and track volumes of organs or
tumors over time. While sometimes more time-consuming
to create than the AI-segmented models, these combined

TABLE 2 Characteristics of the patients involved in this study. In some individuals, BMI was not indicated in their chart and weight

was reported in parentheses (in lbs.)

Patient
ID Age Sex

Height
(m) BMI COVID

Ventilator
(Y/N) Comorbidities

Time from onset
of symptoms to
scan (days)

Total length
of stay

1 56 M 1.702 32.39 False
negative

N Smoking and
hypertension

10 7

2 55 F 1.651 35.01 Positive N DM2, HTN, breast
cancer s/p
chemo

21 7

3 50 M 1.778 31.57 Negative N HTN, smoking 10

4 39 F 1.651 49.65 Positive N HTN, prediabetes 4 13

5 46 M 1.803 24.3 Positive N DM2, hypertrophic
CM, CAD

2 6

6 61 F 1.626 30.9 Positive Y DM2, HTN 7 16

7 57 F 1.626 42.29 False
negative

N Former smoker,
obesity, DM2,
HTN, HLD

8 70 M 1.727 (210) Negative N Sternal surgery N/A N/A

9 26 F 1.702 20.36 Negative N N/A N/A N/A

10 53 M 1.778 (240) Negative N N/A N/A N/A

11 28 M 1.829 (195) Negative N N/A N/A N/A

12 55 F 1.524 35.15 Positive N N/A N/A N/A

Abbreviations: CAD, coronary artery disease; CM, cardiomyopathy; DM2, type II diabetes; HLD, hyperlipidemia; HTN, hypertension.
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thresholded/manually segmented models fill an important
separate niche within imaging based-medicine, providing
a more detailed and accurate model for individualized
medicine such as tumor tracking or communicating dis-
ease impact with the public.

9 | FUTURE DIRECTIONS

AI segmentation is a massive and growing field for the
visualization of organ systems from CT data, particularly
for the respiratory system in humans (for a review of

FIGURE 8 Segmented surface model of the skeleton, bronchial tree, and lungs of Patients 1 and 6 (see Table 1 for patient

characteristics). Healthy/normal parenchyma is represented as solid or transparent blue, diseased lung tissue is a semitransparent yellow.

(a) Skeletal and pulmonary model of Patient 1 in left anterolateral (left) and posterior (right) views. (b) Translucent lung model of Patient

1 in anterior view with the bronchial tree represented as a solid. Translucent lung model of Patient 6 in anterior view (c) and in posterior

view (d) with the bronchial tree represented as a solid. Model of Patient 6 with the healthy/normal parenchyma represented as a solid in

anterior (e) and posterior views (e, right) with the skeleton present, and in left craniolateral view (f). GGO/C, ground glass opacities/

consolidation; HP, healthy parenchyma; PB, primary bronchus; TR, trachea.
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pulmonary lobe segmentation see Doel et al., 2015). The
American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
recently held a two-year long open competition, the

AAPM Thoracic Auto-segmentation Challenge, to provide
a platform to evaluate the best methods for CT seg-
mentation of the lungs and other thoracic organs in

FIGURE 9 Axial slices through computed tomography (CT) scans of patients with varying respiratory states (normal/control to

moderate pulmonary disease resulting from COVID-19) and the associated segmented surface models. Horizontal white lines in

(g) demonstrate the approximate locations of the slices in each of the models. Patient 3 (normal/control) axial slices (a, d), and models (g, j)

in anterior view (j demonstrates the bronchial tree with the parenchyma made translucent). Patient 5 (mild disease) axial slices (b, e), and

models in anterior (h) and posterior (k) views. Patient 4 (moderate disease) axial slices (c, f ), and models in anterior (i) and posterior

(l) views. Blue represents unaffected parenchyma; yellow represents the ground-glass opacities/consolidation.
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humans (http://aapmchallenges.cloudapp.net/competitions/3).
This field is growing particularly because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. For example, a team recently used

deep learning algorithms to detect the presence of
COVID-19 pneumonia with up to 84% sensitivity and
93% specificity (Harmon et al., 2020). While there have

FIGURE 10 Axial slices through computed tomography (CT) scans of patient lungs with varying respiratory states (normal/control to

moderate pulmonary disease) with COVID-19 and the associated segmented surface models. Horizontal white lines in (g) demonstrate the

approximate locations of the slices in each of the models. Patient 6 (severe disease) axial slices (a, d), and models in anterior (g) and posterior

(j) views. Patient 1 (severe disease/false negative) CT axial slices (b, e), and models in anterior (h) and posterior (k) views. Patient 11 (severe

disease/acute respiratory distress syndrome [ARDS]) axial slices (c, f), and models in anterior (i) and posterior (l) views. Blue represents

unaffected parenchyma; yellow represents the ground glass opacities/consolidation; green, represents ARDS.
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been substantial efforts dedicated to algorithms for
lung segmentation in human pulmonary research, to
our knowledge there has been little to no work in this
area on nonmammalian amniotes. More communica-
tion between the basic sciences and clinicians who work
on lung imaging would substantially benefit the field of
lung biology and imaging particularly as the methods
used to study the respiratory system are applicable
across species supporting the One Health initiative.
Additionally, respiratory pathologies like avian flu are
an annual problem, and collaborations between clini-
cians and basic scientists interested in lung biology out-
side of the mammalian respiratory system would have
the potential to benefit the public as well as researchers
interested in questions on sauropsid lung evolution,
anatomy, and function.

Considering that most 3D anatomical modeling in
nonhuman vertebrates has been done on heads, skele-
tons, and limbs, more models are needed to evaluate the
interface between the respiratory system and adjacent tis-
sues, like cardiovascular and gastrointestinal systems.
Finite element models evaluating lung motion during
ventilation in humans show substantial promise (Werner
et al., 2009); however, these studies are difficult to vali-
date experimentally, and this remains a wide-open area
of investigation for all other air-breathing vertebrates.
Additionally, CFD modeling of airflow patterns in the
tracheobronchial tree of a broader range of air-breathing
taxa will elucidate the divergent evolutionary ventilatory
strategies within amniotes, particularly the origin of uni-
directional airflow patterns within Sauropsida and tidal
flow patterns along the ancestral mammalian line.
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